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SYMBOLS

b span in feet

c local chord in fecý

E mean geometric chord in feet

2 distance between hinge lines of wings in feet

P power in foot-pounds per second

q dynamic pressure i-2 in pounds per square foot

R Reynolds number per foot (PV)

S total of wing and canard areas iia square feet

S momentum area 4w in square feetSm4

V airspeed in feet per second

W airplane weight in pounds

L lift force in pounds

P nondimensional power parameter ( P )
Lý *

V nondimensional speed parameter 2 2q S

mmC L mL

P density of air in slugs per cubic loot

absolute coefficient of viscosity in pound-second per
squarc foot

Angular Settings

Sangle of attack in degrees (angle betwLert fuselage reference
line and the projection of the relative wind vector on the
plane of symmetry of the aircraft)

angle of sideslip in degree (angle between relative wind
vector and plane of symnetry of aircraft)
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SYMBOLS (Concluded)

£ c angle of forqard wing in degrees (angle between fuselage
c reference line and root chord line of fc-w.rd wing)

i angle of rear wing in degrees (akile cLwtcen fusscage
V reference line and root chord line of rear wing)

Subscripts

c forward wing (canard)

w rear wing
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SUMiARY

Low-speed wind-tunnel tests were conducted on a 1/20-scale

powered model of a proposed open-ocean V/STOL seaplane Jesign. Hover

and transition power required and climb and descent speeds at various

flight path angles were determined. The effect of full-span spoilers

on wing and canard stalling characteristics through transition was

briefly investigated.

A comparison of cruise performance of the seaplane and a con-

ventional transport of equivalent size was made. After correction of

the seaplane model cruise lift curve and drag polar to ful]-scale

Reynolds number, cruise performance of the seaplane was found to compare

favorably with that of the conventional monoplane.

In the transitfon mode, the model is longitudinally unstable at

high wing tilts and directionally stable at all wing tilts for the

initial center-of-gravity location. With the present relationship of

wing, canard, and center of gravity, the model cannot be trimmed in

pitch by varying only incidence of the canard with uniform thrust setting

on all engines. Differential thrust, the mechanism envisioned for hover

control, is necessary for pitch trim and control throughout most of the

transition mode.

INTRODUCTION

A low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of a 1/20-scale powered

model of the Open-Ocean V/STOL Seaplane was condi.ctkd to detcrmrinc the

power required and longitudinal and lateral-directional stability for

hover and transition flight, and STOL speeds. The variable parameters

included pitch, yaw, wing tilt, and thrust coefficients. The seaplane

design is the result of a study at the Aerodynamics Laboratory to in-

vestigate the feasibility of combining high payload-range capability

in cruise and V/STOL characteristics in the same aircraft. The six-

engine tilt-wing seaplane is a canard configuration employing a large

wing with four propellers at the rear of the fuselage and a smaller

canard lifting surface with two propellers near the nose. Its primary

mission would be antisubmarine warfare. The design considerations



o) the V/STO. sea, .ane Rre more fully described in Reference 1, which

presents the aerodynamic characteristics of the model in the cruise

configuration.

The transition tests were cornjcted during the period It March 1965

to 5 April 1965 in the 17- by 20-foot low-speed tesL section of the TMB

Subsonic din-ý Tunnel 2.

4t!•'•xgh zme ccuise data were presented in Reference 1, a further

analysis and comparison of the cruise data with that of a conventionel

airplane -onfiguration is presented. This report cohipletes the presen-

tation of results oi the seaplane model wind-tunnel tests.

MODEL AND APPARATUS

The 1/20-scale model is constructed of mahogany with internal
metal wing spars. The wing and canard are covei:ed with a fiberglass
skin to provide additiena. strength. Ptincipal dimensions of the model

are shown in Figure 1, and the model geometric and physical character-

istics are given in Table 1. The area of the vertical tall was reduced

by 28 percent after the tests of Reference 1 showed that the seaplane

was too stiff directionally in craise flight.

The wing and canard are hinged on the model fuselage as shown in

Figure 1, and each surface may be tilted through an incidence range

of 0' to 900 by its own linear actuator and mechanical linkage.

The model motors are housed in larger-than-scale nacelles on the

wing and canard. The difference in size between scaled nacelles and

the model motor nacelles is shown in Figure 1.

Model power is provided by a 13.5-N' variable-frequency electric

motor in each nace!'e driving a scaled, four-bladed fiberglass propeller.

Propeller rotatlo is as shown in Figure 2.

TwN> types of propcllers were used. Conventional twisted cruise

propel l{t-.s were mounted on the two inboard nacelles ori the wing, while

untwistud, high-solidity hover propellers were mounted on the four

rte-ainiing nacelles.

The model was s~ipplrted on a single strut arid pitched by a linear

act lator in thie fuselage. Angles of sideslip were obtained by rotatlnp,

the single strut. Photograiph.: of t-ho model murinte d in the wind tunnel

art. shown in Figure 3.
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TEST CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

The transition tests were conducted in the 17- by 20-foot low-

speed section of the TMB Subsonic Wind Tunnel 2 for the conditions

given in Table 2. Propeller blade angles, rpm, and wind speed werf

selected such that drag on the model was zero at o- 00 for the basic

runs. For determination of climb and descent speeds, the drag or

thrust corresoonding to climb or sink angles of 5' and 10' was set by

varying the wind speed.

No control surface deflections were tested, the control surfaces

being set at 0' with sealed gaps throughout the test.

An attempt was made to trim the model in pitch by varying incidence

of the canard. However, this is not a completely effective means of

trimming pitch, and thus all runs were made with the wing and canard

incidences the same and with the model out of trim.

Full-span spoilers of the type shown in Figure 4 were attached to

the wing and canard at the 15 percent chord line. The same thrust was

set on the model as was used for trimmed drag runs without spoilers.

Test conditions and procedures for the cruise configuration data

are outlined in Reference 1.

RESULTS

Aerodynamic characteristics of the seapla:.e model are presented

graphically in coefficient form. The aerodynamic force and moment

coefficients, and the axis system to which they are referred, are de-

fined in the notation. Model constants used in computing coefficients

are as follows:

S = 3.125 square feet

S = 19.635 square feetm

b = 5.0 feet
w

I = 2.614 feet

Tare and interference effects of the single-strut support were con-

sidered negligible at the low tunnel test speeds used in the 17- by 20-

foot test section. No jet-boundary corrections were made, as thcset were

also found to be negligibie for the 17- by 20-foot section, when compputed

by Heyson's method (Reference 2).

-3-
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All coefficients are based on free-stream dynamic pressure rather

than the more conventional q" (free-stream dynamic pressure plus pro-

peller disc loading), since true propeller shaft thrust is not known.

The model propellers were calibrated singly in the 8- by 10-foot

test section of the TMB Subsonic Wind Tunnel 1. This calibration is

not valid for the 17- by 20-foot test section, mainly because of the

wall-induced difference in inflow angles between test sections at high

propeller plane pitch angles. A propeller calibration in the 17- by

20-foot test section was not made, owing to lack of time. However, the

model power measurement was considered to be relatively accurate for

the very high wing-tilt, low-speed condition in the 17- by 20-foot

section and for the cruise conditions of the 8- by 10-foot section tests.

W.'l-induced changes of inflow angle are small for these conditions.

The nondimensional power-required parameter P and speed parameLer

v presented are defined as follows:

S- p
P P

P Sm

_2

CL
m

Full-scale values of horsepower and Lpeed may be found by dimension-

alizing these parameters using airplane weight and the pertinent atmo-

spheric conditions.

Constants used in computing power and speed parameters, full-scale

horsepower required, and STOL s~eeds are:

S = 7,854 square feet, full scale; 19 square feet,

model scale

W = 93,000 pounds

- D.00238 slug per cubic foot (standard sea-level
atmosphere)
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In order to compare the performance of the model seaplane with that

of conventional airplanes, corrections to cruise maximum lift coefficient

and minimum drag coefficient were made. The drag polar was shifted to

account for lower parasite drag of a full-scale vehicle flying at much

higher Reynolds number than that at which the model was tested. The lift

curve was extended to account for an expected increase in CL for a
maxfull-scale vehicle. These corrections were made in accordance with pro-

cedures outlined in References 3, 4, and 5. The effect on the seaplane

cruise lift curve, drag polar, and lift-drag ratio is illustrated in

Figure 5.

Power required parameter versus speed parameter is presented in

Figure 6. The power-off curve was obtained from the power-off drag ,olar,

corrected for Reynolds number. A propeller efficiency of 0.7 was assumed

in this calculation. The power-on curve was measured directly in the wind

tunnel and not corrected for Reynolds number, since a corl-ection of this

type, in this low-speed range, is meaningless. The power required to hover

(v = 0) was calculated because model hover tests showed unrealistically

high power required. The restriction and recirculation of airflow imposed

by the wind-tunnel walls undoubtedly gave erroneous model power measure-

ments in hover. The two curves in Figure 6 were faired together to obtain

tho seaplane power-required curves illustrated in Figures 7 and 8.

Figure 7 presents a comparison of the seaplane with a conventional

monoplane of J.= 8 (the same aspect ratio as the seaplane, based on

total wing area). This fictitious monoplane has the same span, wing

area, and weight as the seaplane. Drag data for this airplane were esti-

mated using methods outlined in Reference 4 and the assumption of a

parabolic drag polar. This fictitious monoplane is a four-engine turbo-

prop transport. A propeller efficiency of 0.7, the same as the seaplane,

was assumed.

Full-scale horsepower required versus speed is presented in Figure 8

for the seaplane at sea level on a standard day at its VT2OL weight of

93,000 pounds. Figures 9 and 10 present typical aerodynamic character-

istics of the seaplane as measured in the wind tunnel. Wing tilt versus
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full-scale speed for various climb and sink angles is presented in Fig-

ure 11. Figure 12 shows the effect of the full-span spoilers, illus-

trated in Figure 4, on power required in transition. This Figure also
shows wing tilt required at various speeds, spoilers on and off. Fig-
ure 13 presents static longitudinal stability of the seaplane model in

4 the transition mode.

DISCUSSION

CRUISE PERFORMANCE

It was stated in Reference I that the maximum measured lift-drag

ratio for the seaplane was much lower than desired. In an effort to

obtain a more realistic value of (L/D)max for a full-scale seaplane,

a Reynolds number correction tc maximum lift coefficient and minimum
drag coefficient was made. The methods used are outlined in References

3, 4, and 5. As shown in Figure 5, this correction resulted in a

CLmax increase of 20 percent, a decrease of CDmin of about 20 percent,

and an increase in (L/D)max of about 17 percent. This correction also

resulted in (L/D)max occurring at a CL of 0,66, the design C, for cruise

with fuselage level. This corrected (L/D)max of 13.6 now compares

favorably with the original design estimate of 14.0.

Figure 6 presents power-required parameter versus speed parame er

as obtained from measured power results of model transition tests and

calculated from the corrected power-off dtag curve of the cruise tests.

A measured propeller efficiency in cruise of 0.7 was used in the compu-

tations. The point at hover (v = 0) on the power-on transition test curve

was calculated rather than measured, as explained previously. These two

power curves were faired together to produce a power curve for the entire

speed range. This faired curve is used as the seaplane power-required

curve throughout the remainder of this report.

Figure 7 presents a cruise performance comparison of tlie seaplane

with the equivalent monoplane. Incidence of the monoplane wing was set

to give the same fuselage-level CL as obtained on the seaplane. A pro-

peller efficiency of 0./ was also assumed for the monoplane. Drag

-6-



estimates were based on methods outlined in Reference 4. The seaplane

has a steeper lift-curve slope than the monoplane, and a slightly lower

value of CL The lower stall angle is undoubtedly due to stalling
maxof the front wing, which should occur at a true angle of attack of 160

or a fuselage angle of attack of 100, considering the 60 fixed incidence

angle of the front wing. The rear wing stalls at a fuselage angle of

attack of 130 or an effective angle of attack of 16' (iw M 30). Thus,

the seaplane has a slightly higher stall speed and conventional flight-

mode landing speed than a monoplane of equivalent size.

Figure 7b shows that at the design cruise CL of 0.66, the drag

values of the two aircraft are the same. The seaplane drag curve bends

more sharply about its minimum drag point, and the polar is not parabolic.

The minimum drag point of the seaplane does not occur at CL = 0

because the minimum drag incidences of the front and rear wings are

never reached simultaneously, due to the difference in wing incidence.

The distortion from a parabola of the seaplane drag polar is due

partially to the effect of the downwash field of the forward wing on

the rear wing lift, and partially to the fuselage and nacelles, which

produce some induced drag at an angle of attack.

Outboard of the tips of the forward wing there is a strong upwash

field due to the tip vortex, which will increase the lift on the outer

halves of the rear wing, thus increasing induced drag. Inboard of the

front wing tips the downwash of the forward wing will decrease the lift

on the rear wing, thereby decreasing induced drag. It is not possible

to say at this time which of these is the more powerful, but it is

suspected that the upwash outboard of the forward wing tips may be domi-

nant. Also, local flow separations on the rear wing induced by the wake

of the forward uing and nacelles may be a large contributor to this drag

rise. No drag buildup tests were performed, and thus it is impossible

to say exactly how much of this drag rise is due t9 fuselage and nacelles

and how much is due to the effect of the forward wing downwash on the

lift of the rear wing. Note that the seaplane cruise drag polar was

obtained using scale nacelles and not the oversize model motor nacelles.

-7-



Maximum lift-drag ratios for the seaplane and the conventional

monoplane (Figure 7c) are about the same and occur close to the design

cruise lift coefficient.

An examination of power required (Figure 7d) reveals that at

design cruise speeds (v : 4.5 to 5.5) the seaplane will require about

the same power as the conventional monoplane. At high dash speeds,

however, the seaplane will require somewhat more power and thus, more

fuel. (At low speeds, the conventional monoplane will require less

power; however, the seaplane is envisioned as a VTOL and STOL vehicleI and a comparison in this area may be somewhat misleading.)

Summarizing the cruise performance comparison, the seaplane's

cruise performance compares well with that of a transport-type con-

ventional airplane of equivalent size and weight. Speaking only of

the design cruise performance, there is little difference shown between

the airplanes, as would be expected, due to the tradeoffs which have

to be made to obtain satisfactory V/STOL performance. Since the seaplane

has much more wetted area, more engines, and more interference drag, a

conventional airplane has a large advantage in aerodynamic cleanness and

therefore may have an edge in cruise performance.

A dimensionalized horsepower-required curve for the seaplane is

presented in Figure 8.

TRANSITION TESTS

Typical aerodynamic data for the seaplane in the transition mode

are presented in Figures 9 and 10. Speed for various climb and sink

angles versus wing tilt are presented in Figure 11. This curve presents

wing tilt required for a desired climb or sink angle and speed.

The effect of full-span spoilers on power required is illustrated

in Figure 12. Full-span spoilers, as illustrated in Figure 4, were

attached to both wings in an attempt to keep the airplane lift curve

smooth through transition, and thereby eliminate the deficiencies in

handling qualities associated with descent transition of tilt-wing air-

craft. No problems of sudden wing stoll in transition wer evidenced by

the total force measurements on the constrained model, with spoilers on or

off; and no change in the shape of the cturve ot totl iiodel lift vrsus
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wing tilt was noted. At moderate wing tilts with spoilers on, a large

drag increase was present along with a decrease in lift, dictating higher

power required and higher wing tilt required at a given speed. At very

high wing tilti, the presence of the spoiler behind the propellers in-

creased power required without changing wing tilt required significantly.

In this range (very high tilt angle), spoilers on a flying aircraft would

be retracted to reduce the hover power requirement. At the moderate tilt

angles, the increased drag (greater power requirement) is held to be

advantageous in solving the handling qualitites problem. However, the

drag rise noted is believed to be secondary in importance to an alter-

ation of the lift, which was not evident in the data of this small-scale

model. The basis for estimating improvements in handling qualities from

the type of data contained herein is undergoing further study.

A curve of static longitudinal stability parameter 2C m/CL versus

wing tilt is presented in Figure 13. Pitching moment coefficient data

are not presented because a defective balance gave erratic results.

However, enough good pitching moment data were obtained to plot the

curve of Figure 13. At wing tilts from 100 to 450, the seaplane is

very slightly stable. At higher wing tilts the parameter cCm/6CL goes

strongly positive. However, this parameter becomes defective as an

indicator of degree of stability at high wing tilts and low speeds.

Differential thrust, envisioned as the hover and early transition co.a-

trol means, should provide adequate pitch control power to handle this

"stability deficiency."

In view of the rapid drop-off of horsepower required through

transition (Figure 8), extra install',d horsepower is probably not re-

quired to accomplish this control. Note also that pitching moment coef-

ficient was computed about a c.g. for hover with equal thrust loading on

all six propellers. As the airplane passes through transition, the c.g.

will move forward, due to weight shift of nacelles and wings. As stated

in Reference 1, this c.g. shift should reduce instability by one-half.

An examination of Figure 10 shows that the seaplane is laterally

and directionally stable at even the very highest wing tilts. Again,

-9-



however, the stability margin indicated is misleading at low speeds,

and differential thrust and deflected thrust would probably be necessary

W for roll and yaw control and 'trim. Even with reduced vertical tail area,

the seaplane still has adequate lateral-directional stability in transition.

Aerodynamics Laboratory

David Taylor Model Basin
Washington, D. C.
October 1966
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Table 1

Geometric and Physical Characteristics of a 1/20-Scale Powered

Model Open-Ocean V/STOL Seaplane

Wing

Section NACA 4415

Chord in feet

Root 0.6C7

Tip 0.333

Taper Ratio 0.5

Twist in degrees 0

Aspect Ratio 10

Mean geometric chord in feet 0.518

Span in feet 5.0

Area in square feet 2.5

Development line (percent chord) 25

Canard

Section NACA 4415

Chord in feet

Root 0.333

Tip 0.167

Taper Ratio 0.5

Twist in degrees 0

Aspect Ratio 10

Mean geometric chord in feet 0.259

Span in feet 2.5

Area in square feet 0.625

Development line (percent chord) 25

Vertical Tail

Section

Root NACA 0012

Tip NACA 0009

Chord in feet

Root 0.850

Tip 0.546
-11-
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Table 1 (Concluded)

Vertical Tail (Concluded)

Taper Ratio 0.643

Mean geometric chord in feet 0.708

Span in feet 1.216

Area in square feet (excluding dorsal fin) 0.848

Sweep oi quarLer •crd line in degrees 24.5

Area of dorsal fin in square feet 0.105

Propellers (All)

Diameter in feet 1.0

1

-12-
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'Table 2

Summary of Wind Tunnel TesL Conditions for a 1/20-Scale Powered

Model V/STOL Seaplane in the Transition Configuration

Wing Reynolds
Inc idence q V I Number

Spoilers in I in in per foot
deg Ilb/ft' knots ', 10-6

-- _ ,-- - - I --- ~-

10 4.0 35.5 4.96

20 4.0 35.5 4.96

40 4.65 38.3 i 5.36

50 4.27 36.7 5.13

OffO 60 2.96 30.5 4.26

70 0.95 17.3 2.41

0 0.13 o.3 0.884

90 0 0 0

10- 4.0 35.5 4.96

20 4.0 35.j 4.96

30 4.0 35.5 4.96

40 4.0 35. 5 4.96

50 4.27 36.7 5.13

60 2.96 17.3 4.26

70 0.95 17.3 2.41

80 0.13 6.34 0.884

-13-
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Top View

(Not to scale.)

Figure 2 - Propeller Rotation Directions for a 1/20-Scale

Powered Model V/STOL Seaplane
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Figure 5 - Effect of Reynolds Number Correction to Minimum Drag and
CL on Aerodynamic Characteristics of Open-Ocean V/STOL Seaplane
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